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1. Introduction
The Markov partition in dynamical systems suplies us important informa-
tions (for examples, for studies of equilibrium states [5] and zeta functions [24]).
Such a partition was first constructed for Anosov diffeomorphisms by Ja.G.
Sinai [35], After that, R. Bowen [5] showed the existence of Markov partition
on nonwandering sets of Axiom A diffeomorphisms. In these papers the notion
of canonical coordinate play an important role to construct Markov partitions.
K. Hiraide [20], in purely topological setting, proved the existence of Markov
partition for expansive homeomorphisms with POTP by constructing canonical
coordinates. For example, every expansive automorphism of a solenoidal group
has POTP, and hence a cononical coordinate as well as a Markov partition (N.
Aoki [2], [3] and [20]).
However homeomorphisms with Markov partitions do not necessarily have
canonical coordinates. In fact, every pseudo-Anosov map has a Markov partition
and does not have cononical coordinates (see paragraphs 9 and 10 of [17]).
Thus it is natural to ask what kind of expanisive homeomorphisms have
Markov partitions. The purpose of this paper is to give necessary and sufficient
conditions for expansive homeomorphisms to have Markov partitions. More
precisely we can describe our result as follows;
Theorem. Let X be a compact metric space and f be an expansive homeo-
morphism of X with expansive constant c*. Then the following conditions are equi-
valent;
(I) there exists £>0 with 2c^c* such that for every x^X there exists an
r]=η(x)>Q such that {Y^^B^ly^B^x)} is finite,
(II) there exists c<0 with 2c<c* such that for every x^X there exists a
8=S(x)>0 such that iZ
c
(y)Γ}B6(x)\y^BB(x)} is finite,
(III) (XJ)hasSPOTP,
(IV) (X, /) has a Markov partition.
The proof will be give in section 3 and the auxiliary results used in the proof
will be prepared in section 2. We shall describe in section 4 some applications
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of our result.
In the remainder of this section, we shall give some definitions which are
used in the proof of our result.
Let X be a compact metric space with metric rf, and / be a homeomorphism
of X. For x^X, Bt(x) will denote the closed £-ball in X centered at x.
For xt=X and £>0 define subsets W'9(x) and W\(x) of Bt(x) by Wse(x)=
Π n*J-"Bt(fnx) and W<ί(x)= Π Λ^f'ΛB9(fx). Then we have
(1.1)
(1.2) y(Ξ W,(x) if and only if x(Ξ W^(y) (σ = s, u) ,
and
(1.3) *GΞ Wσtl+92(x) whenever ytΞ W^(x) and *e »^(y) (σ = *,«).
DEFINITION 1. ( X , f ) is said to be expansive if there exists a constant c*>0
such that
{x} = n
 n
^f-*(Bf(fx)) (= w;.(x) n n^?*W)
for all x&X, and such a c* is said to be an expansive constant for/.
For every £>0 define subsets Yt and ZtofXχXby
and
ey f and
For Λ:eJί and £>0, subsets y«(^) and 8^(^) °f -X" are defined by
and
Then we have
( 1 .4) y e Z,(Λ?) if and only if # e Z8(j)
and
i.s) ^
e
s
w u w^
DEFINITION 2. Let .2) be a finite partition of X\ i.e., a finite family of
subsets of whose elements are muturally disjoint and U^^D— -X". A sequence
ί**}ίez °f points in X is said to be an a-pseudo orbit with respect to 3) if
^ α and fxi~~xi+l for all /eZ' where ΛJ'^y denotes that x and j are
in the same element of 3). A sequence {#,}/€=z °^ P°ints in -X" is said to be
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β-traced if 0 iez/^'CSpO^W^O- The following notion was introduced by
Y. Takahashi. (X,f) is said to have special pseudo orbit tracing property (abbrev.
SPOTP) if there exists a finite partition 3) such that for every /3>0, there is
α>0 such that every α -pseudo orbit with respect to 3) is /3-traced. Especially
(X,f) is said to have the pseudo orbit tracing property (abbrev. POTP) if 3)
can be chosen so that S)={X}. The notion of SPOTP was firstly used in
M. Yuri [39]. It seems likely that for every homeomorphism of a torus, SPOTP
implies POTP. However the author does not have the proof.
Let us denote A8 = {(x, y)<=XxX\d(x, y)^,S} for δ>0. If (XJ) has
POTP, then for every 6>0 there exists δ>0 such that Δ8cZ8.
Let (X,f) be expansive and £>0 be a number such that 2c is an expanisve
constant. Then for (x, y)& Y
c
, Ws
c
(x) Π Wu
c
(y)*0 and the set Ws
c
(x) Π W*
c
(y)
consists only of one point by expansiveness. Therefore we can define the map
[ , ]:Y
c
^Xby(x,y)*->[x,y]&Ws
c
(x)nWu
c
(y)((x,y)e=Y
e
). Then the follow-
ing statement holds:
(1.6) [x,x] = x,
(1.7) y<= Ws
c
(x) and #e Wu
c
(x) imply that (y, *)e Y
c
 and [y, z] = x ,
(1.8) [x, \y, z]} = [x, z] if (y, z), (x, *)e= Y
c
 and (x, [y, «])e Y
e
,
(1.9) [[x, y], z] = [x, z] if (^  y), (x, *)«= F
c
 and ([«, y], «)e Y
c
,
and
(1.10) W',(x) Π JΓ (y) = {[«, y]} if (^ , y)e F8 for £<^ .
DEFINITION 3. Under the above notations, a subset E of Jϊ is said to be a
rectangle if (#, y)e y
c
 and [x, y]^E for all x,
DEFINITION 4. A finite family ίP of closed rectangles of -X" is said to be a
Markov partition for (Jϊ, /) if ίP satisfies the following conditions
1) P=mtP for all
2) UPe5,P=X,
3) int P Π int Q=0 for all P, ge^ with PΦ ρ,
4) for every sequence {P
w
}
we
z °f elements of &, n»
ez
/~nP
Λ
 consists at
most of one point,
5) /(^(^)nintP)c^(»Πintρ
and
Γ\Wΐ(fx) Π int Q) C W
 e
(x) Π int P
whenever *eint P Π /"' int ρ (P, ρe5>),
6) there exists subsets Bs and 5" of X such that
and
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Markov partitions are not partitions in strict sense. However we use the
word conventionally.
2. Auxiliary results
In this section fundamental results are described. Throughout, let (X, f)
be as in our theorem, and c>0 be a number with 2cίZc*.
(L. 1) For every ρ>0 there exists an integer N>0 such that for every
'yt=n£-Nf-'Bj(f'x) implies ytΞBp(x).
Proof. See p. 109 of [15].
By (L. 1) the following statement is clear;
(L. 2) For every p>0, there exists an integer ΛΓ>0 such that for every
and every n>N
fWs
c
(χ)c:WsP(fχ) and f~»Wuc(χ)c:Wup(f-»χ) .
The following statement is clear from (L. 2) and uniform continuity of/.
(L. 3) For every p>0 there exists £ >0 such that for every
Ws
c
(x)Γ)Bt(x)^Wsp(x) and Wuc
(L.4) Y
c
, Z
c
, Y
e
(x) and Z
c
(x) are compact, and [ , ] is uniformly continuous on Y
c
.
Proof. For any sequence {(x
nί
 y
n
)}
 n€
ΞN of points in Yc which converges to
a point (x,y\ there is a subsequence {(x
nj,ynj)} J&N such that [xnj,ynj] converges
to z^X. Since [x
nj) ynj]^ W5c(xnj) for aliyeΛΓ, we have z^f-»Bc(f"x) for all
n^>0, and so z&Ws
c
(x). Similarly we have z^Wu
c
(y) and hence z=[x,y].
Therefore Y
c
 is closed and [ , ] is continuous on Y
c
. Since Xx X is compact,
Y
c
 is compact and so [ , ] is uniformly continuous on Y
c
. Since Y
c
 is
compact, Y '
c
 = {(x, y) e X X X \ (y, x) e Y
c
} is compact. Thus Z
c
= Y
c
 Π Y ί is
compact. It is clear that Y
c
(x) and Z
e
(x) are compact.
(L. 5) For every 6> 0 there exists p>0 such that Z
c
 Π Δp C Z8.
Proof. For given £>0, by (L.3) there is a γ>0 such that W5
c
(x) Π B
v
(x)d
Wl(x) and W*
e
(x) Π By(x) C W*(x) for all x e X. Since [ , ] is uniformly con-
tinuous on Y
c
 by (L.4), there exists p>0 such that d([x, y], x)=d([x, y], [x, x])
^γ and d([x, y], y)==d([x, y], [y, y])<Zγ for all (Λ?,y)eZ
c
nΔp. Therefore
(x, y)&Z
c
Γ\ Δp implies (x, y) e Zβ.
(L.6) Let 3) be a finite partition of X. Then every cc-pseudo orbit with respect
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to S) is β-traced if there is a strictly increasing sequence {Mn}n€
ΞN of positive integers
such that for every a-pseudo orbit {#, }f ez with respect to 3), the following holds :
Πίί!o/-'5p(*f)Φ0 for all n^N .
Proof. Let {x{}iez be an α -pseudo orbit with respect to 3) and {Mn}nfΞN
be a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers. For every n£ΞN define an
α-pseudo orbit {yj},
 ez
 with respect to 3) by^?=Λ?l _[ΛfΛ/2] for all i^Z. ([M]
(M^O) denotes the maximal integer which does not exeed M). By the assump-
tion we have
for all n^N, then Π ieΞzf~iBβ(χί)= Π »eΛτ EιιΦ0 since E
n
 are closed and decreas-
ing.
The following (L.7) and (L.8) are general properties of topological spaces
and we omit the proofs since they are easily checked.
(L.7) If AU ^
 9AkC.X are closed, then one has
(L.8) If A19 A2C.X are closed and Aγl)A2) then we have
int A1 = int A2 U int
(L.9) // (X,f) has a Markov partition, then (X,f) has Markov partitions with
arbitrary small diameters.
Proof. Let 3> be a Markov partition for (X, /). Define Sn =
'for — n^i^n} for w 2^1. Then the maximal diameter
of the elements of 3?n converges to 0 as n-> oo by condition 4) of the definition
of Markov partitions. We also have that 3ϊn (n^. 1) is a Markov partition. In-
deed, we have U p^gnP=X by (L.7). Other properties for 3?n to be a Markov
partition for ( X , f ) is easily checked from the fact that S is a Markov partition.
3. Proof of Theorem
Theorem will be obtained in proving the following claims.
Claim 1 (I) ^  (II).
Claim 2 (II)-* (III).
Claim 3 (III) => (IV).
Claim 4 (IV)-* (I).
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Proof of Claim 1 As in condition (I) let 0<c<^c*/2 and take η=η(x) for
x&X. Then there are finite number of subsets F1, •••, Y" of B^x) such that
for every y ^ B
η
(x) there exists \<ίi<ίn such that Y
c
(y)ΠB^(x)=Yi. Put F'=
{z e F' I F
β
(*) Π £,(*) = F'} . Then Z,^ ) n B
v
(x) = F
β
(y) Π U ,6Δ ^  where
Λ= {1 £i£n\ ytΞ Y1} . Therefore {Z
c
(y) Π B^x) \ ytΞB^x)} is finite.
Proof of Claim 2 The proof will be done along the following five steps.
Step 2.1. Let c be as in condition (II). Then there exist δ0>0 and a finite
partition 3) such that x~y implies Z
c
(x) Π BSQ(x)dZc(y).
Proof. For x^X let 8 = δ(x)>0 be as in condition (II). Since X is
compact, we can find finite points xly •••, xk X such that
X= ULιintS
δ (
Put Ri=B8(x.)(xi) for l^ί^k. By condition (II), for every l^i<^k there exist
finite number of subsets Z{, •-, Z^ c/?f such that for every jyeΛ,-, Zc(jy) ΓΊ Ri=Zj
holds for some l^ ^w,-. We can assume that Z}'s are different if j's are dif-
ferent. Denoting that Zij={x^Ri\Zc(x)Γ\Ri=Zj} for l^'^rc, and l^/^&,
we have jR, = U yίi Zj (disjoint union) for 1 ^ i^k. For every Λ:e JSΓ and 1 ^ i^k,
define AW d^ by
ί
-
with ΛieZ if
if
Put £>(*)= Π ί.i AW for ΛJ^ X. Then 5)= {/)(«?) | x<= X} is a finite partition.
For every x&X there exists l^i^k such that x^B^^Xf) by the choice of
x19 •••, Λ?Λ, and then we have 5δoWCjRt where δ0=mίnli, ^ A S(^)/2. Since
for some I^ί^ni9 we have^eZ)(j)=Z>WcZj for j eJf with Λ?^J;.
Let 7 be a number such that 0<<y<δ0 and
It is enough to show that for small /3>0 there exists α>0 such that every
α-pseudo orbit with respect to 3) is /3-traced.
Let /3>0 be small enough. Then β<j and Z^ΠΔ^cZy by (L.5).
Similarly there is 6 with 0<£</3/6 such that ZCΠ Δ28cZβ/3. By (L.2) we can
find MeΛΓ such that fMW'
e
(x)dW'9fi(f"x) and f-MW*c(x)c.W*9/2(f-Mx) for all
Λ?eX. Let α>0 be a number such that B
Λ
(x)c: Π f.o/"1'^ ^/1'*) for all #eX.
By (L.6), it is enough to show that for every ct-pseudo orbit {^,}
ιez
 with
respect to 3) the following holds:
for all
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To prove (*) we shall prepare steps 2.2, 3, 4, and 5. From now on, we
fix any of -pseudo orbit {#,-}iez with respect to 3).
Step 2.2. For every *^0, 0^/^Af and Q^k^M-j,
Proof. Since {#, },
 ez
 is an tf-pseudo orbit with respect to 3), by the choice
of a we have
for all , k with 0 ^  j +k- 1 ^  M. Therefore
for all O^y^Af and
Step 2.3. Ify^ W'βftfa), then (f'y, xi+j)^Zy for all O^j
Proof. Since y e »%(*,•), we have d(f*y, f^) ^  /3/3 for all ^ 0. By Step
2.2, we have d(fjxiy *, +y)^£/2 for all O^j^M. Thus d(f*y, xi+j)^β/3+£l2<
β/2. It is clear that (y, xt )€Zγ. Assume that (/ ,^ xi+j)&Zγ for some O^j ^
M— 1. By the choice of γ we have that (fj+ly,fxi+j)^Zc. Since fxi+j~xi+j+l>
(fi+1y,xi+j+1)<ΞΞZc by Step 2.1. Thus the fact d(fi+ίy, xi+j+1) < β implies
2.4. Forn^O and y
Proof. By Step 2.3 we have (/Mj;, ^(n+1)M)eZy. By the choice of M,
^^/2(/M*nM). Since d(fMxnM,x(n+1}M)^£l2 by Step 2.2, we have that
)>^ and so (fM,
Put y0=x0 and %=[Λ?llΛf,/JfyΛ.1] for w^l (Remark that \xnMJMyn^ is
always defined by Step 2.4).
Step 2.5. For every v ^  0 and w ^  0,
f-wM
Λ
) C=. Wu ( λ)\J yv+w^ w β/2vJ»;
Proof. Take and fix any ^ ^0 and w^O. Since y.+^W^^y^^, it
is easily checked that f~My
ϋ
+
w
 e W*9/2(y9+u,_1). Thus the fact %+„,_! e PFβ/3
(/M^+«,-2) implies
from which f~2My
v
+
w
^ W"/2(yv+w-2). Repeating this procedure, we get the con-
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elusion.
Take and fix any n^O. Put y=f~itMy
n
 For O^i^nM— 1 there exist
— 1 and O^k^M— 1 such that i = jM+k. By Step 2.5 we have
p-Vyj+ά and by the fact that
 Λ+le W^/^),/*^e W^(/*-MΛ+1).
Since y^W^3(xjM)9 we have fkyJ^Wsβ/3(fkxJM) by (1.1). Similarly d(fkxjM,
xjM+k)<€/2 by Step 2.2 and/'yeJB^+^^Jcfi^). Therefore (*) is proved.
Proo/ o/ C/αirn 3. Let .2) be a finite partition in the definition of SPOTP
and £<0 be a number such that 2c^c*. Take 0<β<c/2 so small that
(#, j>)eZ
c
Π Δ0 implies (fx,fy), (f~lx,f~ly)^Z
c
 (such a /? exists by (L.5)).
Let α>0 be a number such that every α-pseudo orbit with respect to 3) is β/2-
traced. Take 0<γ<α/2 such that d(x,y)<γ implies d(fxjy)<aβ. Since 3)
is finite, we can find a finite set T={t19 ••-, ίr}C-X" such that for every
there exists ί, e T such that #~£t-, fx~~ftiy and J(#, t{)<γ.
For every 0e Γz we denote by t;,- the ί-th component of .^ Let us put
Σ(T) = {v&Tz\ {vάiez is an α-pseudo orbit with respect to 3)} .
Since β is an expansive constant, we can define θ: Σ(T)-*X by
0(«0e Π iesf-'BtotOi) for all z
For every ^eJί and n^Z, take v
n
^T such that fnx~v
n
,fn+1x~fv
n
 and
Then we have ϋ=(τ;
rt)nezeΣ(Γ) and θ(v)=x. Thus 0 is sur-
jective. It is easy to check that foθ=θ<> σ where σ: Σ(3Γ)->Σ(TI) is the shift
automorphism, i.e., <r(v)
n
=v
n
+1 for all n^Z and v^Σ(T).
For l^i^r, put cyl(ί
ί
) = {«; e 2(7)1^0 = ^ } and Γ
ί
 = β(cyl(ί
ί
)). Then
diam T^β and Uί-
τ
 T{=X. Since / is expansive, 0 is continuous by (L.I)
and so T1,- (l^i^r) is closed. For every v, ^ eΣ(Γ) with vQ=wOJ we can define
[v, ^ ]eΣ(T) by [ϋ, ^ ]
Λ
=^
Λ
 for n^O and [?;, ^]
Λ
— w
n
 for n^O. Then it is easy
to check that (θ(v), θ(w))(=Y
β
 and θ([v, w])=[θ(v), θ(w)}.
To prove Claim 3, we shall prepare steps that will lead us to this end goal.
Step 3.1. TI'S are closed rectangles.
Proof. It was already shown that Γ/s are closed. Thus it is only to show
that TVs are rectangles. Take any 1^/^r and any x,y& T{. Then there exist
v^θ~\x) and w^θ~\y) with ϋ0=«;0=ff.. Since θ([v,w])=[θ(v),θ(ιo)]==[x,y]
and [v, w]0=ti , we have [x,y]&Ti and hence 71,- is a rectangle.
Step 3.2. For v e Σ( Γ) , *w? Λ^^β ί Ae following
(1) /or 0ι;*ry v e PΓί(5(v)) Π <9(cyl («;0)) ίAβrβ exists w^θ~\y) such that
w
n
=v
n
for alln^Q,
(2) for every y^Wu
c
(θ(v)}Γ(Θ(cj\(v^} there exists w<=θ~\y) such that
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w
n
=v
n
for all n^O.
Proof. For y<Ξ W'
e
(θ(v))nθ(cyl(v0)), there exists v' e θ"\y) such that
VQ=VQ. Therefore we can define ιo=[v,v']d,(T) and θ(w) = θ([v,v']) =
[θ(v),y]=y. Then w ^ θ"\y) and w
n
=v
n
 for all rc^O. Thus (1) of Step 3.2
holds. Similarly we have (2).
Step 3.3. For m?ry x^X and Tt (1^/^r) wίίA veΓ, we
^MnΓ CH^O*) /or σ=s,u.
Proof. For yeWi(#) Π Γ, and w^O, there exists Γy(l^j^r) such that
fyJnχξΞTj by Step 3.2. Since diam Γy^/3, we have d(fnxjny)^β for all
ra^O and so yeϊFjJ(#). Therefore Wl(x)f} T{c:Wsβ(x). Similarly we have
For x^X, define subsets Λ(#), ΛS(Λ;), and ΛU(Λ;) of {1, •••, r} by
and
3.4. For wery /eΛσ(Λ:) (σ=ί, w) there exists j^K(x) such that T{ Π
Proof. We give the proof for σ=s. For ie A*(#) there exists j e Λ(ΛJ) such
that Γy Π Tj Π PFc(^) Φ 0. Take 3; e T1,- Π Γy Π PΓί(Λi). By Step 3.3 we have
y e ΪΓ5(Λ). Thus Γ, n Γy Π PTji(«) Φ 0.
Step 3.5. ΛS(Λ?) Π ΛM(^)=Λ(Λ:) for all x<=ΞX.
Proof. It is clear from definition that A(x)dA$(x)Γ{Att(x) for all x^X.
To prove that A*(x) Π ΛW(Λ?) C Λ(#), we use Step 3.4. Indeed, for every
ίe A*(ΛJ) U A"(x) there exists 3;^  TfdW^x) and *e Γf Π Wuβ(x). Since y, sre Γ, ,
we have [>, «] e Γ,, Therefore [y, *] e W
β
(y) Π W^^(^) C PF (^^ ) Π PF^(^).
Since 2β<c and 2c is an expansive constant, we have x=[y, ^]eT, . Thus
For Λ:eX, put L(jc) = {3;e X\Λ*(y) = Λ.<r(x) for σ = ί, w}. Clearly
(x) for all Λ e X, and y^L(x) implies L(y)=L(x). Put .£= {L(jc) | Λ eX} .
Then J7 is a finite partition. For Le.£, denote Λ(L)=Λ(Λ?), Λ5(L)=Λs(;>c), and
Λ
u(L)=Λu(x) for Λ eL. Notice that Λ(L), ΛS(L), and Λα(L) are independent of
the choice of
Step 3.6. Every L^-C is a rectangle.
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Proof. For x,y^L, [x, y] is defined and [xyy]^Ti for all z'eΛ(L) since
xyyGiTi for all z'eΛ(L). Therefore we have Λ([Λ:, y]) C Λ(L). For every
i^A.s(L) there exists j^A(x) such that Tf Π Ty Π Wβ(aθΦ0 by Step 3.4. Since
Λ(Λθ=Λ(Zr)cΛ([*,y]), we haveyeΛ(([*,y]). Since *eIFj5([*,y|), Γ.-nΓyΠ
W'
e
([x,y])*0 and so ίeΛ'dX y]). Thus Λ*([x, y])l)As(L). Conversely for
every i(ΞΛs([x,y]) there exists j^Λ.([x,y]) such that ^Π T yΠ J^([*,3>])Φ0
For every k<=Λ(x), we have [#, y] e 7\ Γl T, fΊ W^(#) since Λ([#, j>])=)Λ(,*), and
so j<=A*(x) = ΛS(L). Similarly jeΛ"(L). We obtain jeΛ(L) by Step 3.5.
Since [#, y] e Ws
β
(x), we have Γ, Π Tj Π H^c(^) Φ 0. Hence i e ΛS(L). Therefore
Λ'([*> ^ ])= AS(L). Similarly we have Λ"(|>, 3;])-Λtt(L).
3.7. For every x
f(Ws
c
(x) Π L(^)) C W'
e
(fx
)C ΪΓ:(Λ) n L(X) .
Proof. Take any y e ίF ί (Λ?) Π £(*) . For any i e Λ*(/Λ?) there exist j e Λ(/»)
and ^eΓt n Γyn W*β(fx) by Step 3.4. Take v^θ~\x) such that ^=ίy. Let
l<^k^r be the number such that v0=tk. Since j8reiT]5(/«)n ϊy, we have
/'^e Γ
Λ
 by Step 3.2 (2). It is clear that y(Ξ Tk n JΓJ(Λ?), and /ye Γ; by Step
3.2 (1). Since /y, are Γ, , we have [z,fy]GTj. Since areϊ1,-, there exists
w^θ"\z) such that w0=ti. Let 1^/^r be the number such that w_1=tl.
Since /-^eΓ/Π T*n PFJ(^), we have l<=ΞΛ.tt(x) and so /eΛ^y). By the fact
that /eΛ»ΠΛu(y), we have [/ Xy]eΓ/. Thus /[/"1»,y]=[*,Λ']eT<
ί
 by
Step 3.2 (1). Hence (X/j/JeΓ,. Π ΓyΠ W^β(/y), and so i^A.u(fy). Therefore
Λ
u(fy)dA.u(fx). Since *efFί(jθΓlL(y), by symmetry Λu(fy)dΛu(fx). Thus
Λ
u(fy)=Λtt(fx), and similarly Af(^)=Af(/«) Since /fTJ(jc)c JΓί(/jc), we have
Similarly we see that f-\Wu
c
(fx) Π L(/*))C
3.8. For ^ϋβry Λ eJίΓ ίA^r^ ^m^ α neighborhood U of x such that
Λ(*)=)Λ(;y)/0r all yd U.
Proof. For x<=Xy put Z/=-Y\UteA<*)7V Then U is open, *e C7 and
By Step 3.8, the following is clear.
3.9. Let σ=s, u and LeX For wβry x^Xwtth Acr(x)φA<r(L) there
exists a neighborhood U of x such that Λ?(y) φ Aσ(L) /or ally^ U.
Step 3.10.
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Proof. For L(Ξ_£, define X(L)={M<Ξ Λ\K*(M)^h*(L) for σ=s9 u} and
L*= U Λf J7e(L) M. Then L* is closed by Step 3.9. Since U Le^L* - U LejcL
=X, we have U £
e
^int L*=X by (L.7). Therefore it is sufficient to show that
Put _£0= {LeΞ J7| J7(L)= {L}> and _£,= {LeX| Me ^ ^ for all Me J7(L)\
^l) inductively. If MeJ?0, then it is trivial that intM*=intMc
Assume that intM* C ULe_Tm t ^  f°r all Me _£„_!. For
put ^=M* and 4,= U Ne X(M)\{M} #*• By (L.8), we have
int M* = int M U int
By (L.7),
int U ΛΓe_r(M)\{M} N* = U Ne J7(M)\{M} int N*
and so
int M* = int MU (U jv
e
j^M)\{M} int ΛΓ*).
Since J7(M)\{M} C^.j, we have intM*C ULej:intL for all M^Xn. By
the fact that every M^X satisfies M^X
n
 for some w^O, we get the proof.
Step 3.11. Let E be a rectangle. Then x^'mtE if and only if there exists
a neighborhood U of x such that U U Wσ
c
(x)c:E for <r=s, u.
Proof. Suppose that there is a neighborhood U of x such that U Π Wc
β
(x) C E
for σ=s, u. By Step 3.8, there is an neighborhood V of x such that A.(y)dA.(x)
for all y^V. Then for y^ V and ί eΛ(jy), we have x, y^ Ti9 and so (x,y)^Zc.
Since #=[#, x] and [ , ] is continuous, there exists a neighborhood WdV such
that [^j]e?7nPFc(*) and [ y, x] <Ξ U Π PF?(#) for all ^ePF. Then we have
J'=[l>> χ]> [χ> y\]^E for all.yelF. Therefore x^intE. The "only if" part is
clear and so we omit the proof.
Step 3.12. For every L^£, intL is a rectangle.
Proof. For x, jeintL, it is clear that [x,y]&L. By Step 3.8, there exists
a neighborhood U of [x,y] such that Λ([#,j>])lDΛ(*) for all #e [/. Take 2re C7
and ieA(ar). Then ieΛ([*, ]^) = Λ(Λ?) (=A(L)). Thus we have Λ?,areΓ f . .
Therefore we can define [#, Λ:] for all z^U. Notice that [ , ] is continuous.
Since x = [[x9y], x\ and Λ eintL, there exists a neighborhood VdU of \x9y\
such that [#, ΛJ] eL for all sre F. Hence for %Γ\V Γ\ Wΐ([x9y]) we have 5r =
[[#,#], [^,j]]eL. Similarly there exists a neighborhood V of [Λ?,^] such that
z<=ΞL for all zeV'nW'
e
([x, y]). Thus PFΠ ϊΓί([Λ?, j])cL (σ = s, u) where
ί^ ^F π F. Therefore [x,y]<=mtL by Step 3.11.
We prove that 5> = {intZ,|intLΦ0, LeX} is a Markov partition. Ob-
viously \Jp^cpP = X (by Step 3.10) and intP — P for all P<Ξ£P. Since
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diamP±S/3 for Peί?, we have 4) in the definition of Markov partitions. Since
int L (LGΞ-C) is a rectangle by Step 3.12, so is int L by (L.4). Therefore ίP con-
sists of closed rectangles. We remark that int L ΓΊ int L'= 0 for L, L'e_£ with
LΦZΛ Then for any P^<P, there is a unique L^X such that P^intL and
so we write L(P) for such the L. For P, QeίP with PΦQ, we have intL(P) Π
intL(Q) = 0 and so P ΠQ has no interior. Therefore intP Γ\intQ=0.
Step 3.13. For every xeintL ft f~lmtM (L,
f(Ws
c
(x) Π int L) C ΪΓ;(/*) Π int M
and
Γ\Wΐ(fx) Π int M) C PΓ;(Λ?) Π int L .
Proof. Take yG Ws
c
(x) Π int L. Then/yeM by Step 3.7 and there exists
a neighborhood C7 offy such that Λ(#)cΛ(M) for all *e E7 by Step 3.8. For
#e C7 and z ^  Λ(#), we have f x , se 7\ , and so (fx, z) e Z
c
. Since /ve int M and
fx=[fy,fx], there exists a neighborhood V(^U of fy such that [#,/#] eM and
[/#,*]eAf for all are7n/(intL). Thus ^=[[^,/Λ?], [/«,«]] eM for all ^e
Γ Π /(int L), and so fy <Ξ int M. Clearly fy GΞ W^(/#) . Hence /( W'
e
(x) Π int L) C
W'c(fx) Π int M. Similarly we have f"\ Wu
c
(fx) Π int M) C W^(#) Π int L.
Step 3.14. int P Π /"' int Q= int L(P) Π /-1 int L(Q) for all P,
Proof. We have int ^4 Π int JS^int (^ 4 Π 5) for open sets A and £. There-
fore int An int B=AΓ\B for open sets ^4 and B. Put ^4=intL(P) and β=
f-1mtL(Q). Then
int P Π /-1 int Q - int L(P) Π /"x int L(Q).
Step 3.15. Por e^^ry x e int P Π /-1 int Q,
f-l(w
 c
(fx) n Q) c jr;(jc) n P .
Proof. If x^'mtP Γ\f MntQ, by Step 3.14 there exists a sequence {x
n
}n<=N
of points in int L(P) Π f~l int L(Q) such that Λ?
n
->Λ: as w-> oo . For 3; e PFc(^) d P,
there exists a sequence {>yn}MeΛr of the points in intL(P) such that yn-*y as
n-+oo. Since x
n
 and j;
n
 are in a rectangle intL(P), we have that [x
n
,y
n
]^
W'
e
(xH)Γ[mtL(P) for all n<=N. Then by Step 3.13, we have that /[*„,%] e
PFc(/v
Λ
) Π int L(Q) for all n^N. Since [ , ] is continuous, [x
n
, j
n
]->[^ , y]=J as
ΪΓί(/i) Π int L(Q)= Ws
c
(fx) Π Q and
Π Q. Similarly, we obtain that f'\ Wu
c
(fx] Π Q) C H^ (Λ ) Π P.
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Step 3.16. For every x e int P Π f'1 int Q,
f(W'
e
(x) Π int P) C H^(/*) Π int Q
and
f-\W*
c
(fx) Π int Q) C ΪP;(*) Π int P .
Proof. For y^ Ws
c
(x) Π intP, intP is a neighborhood of y and so /(intP)
is a neighborhood of /y. By the choice of /9, we have/(W^(#) Π int P)=/(PFί(;y)
nintP)ZD]^(/j;)n/(intP). By (L.3) there exists a neighborhood Fc/(intP)
offy such that F Π Ws
c
(fy)c:Ws
β
(fy). Thus W^(/;y) Π Fc/(PFJ(*) Π intP)cQ
by Step 3.15. Since fy^Q, there exists a neighborhood W of fy such that
Λ(*)cΛ(/y) = Λ(/Λθ(=Λ(L(Q)) for all z^W by Step 3.8. For ztΞW and
z*GΞΛ(#), we have £,/#EΞ 7\ and so (zyfx)£ΞZc. Since fx EΞ int Q and [/V, /#]=/#,
there exists a neighborhood WdW of fy such that [#,/#] ^ Q. For #e W^?(/y)
Π W we have *=[[*, /*],/y]eQ. Put U^VftW, then IF )^ Π U C Q for
σ— j, w and so /jeintQ by Step 3.11. Thus /(PTi(jc) Π ir&P)C.Ws
e
(fx) Π intQ
by Step 3.15. Similarly we have/'X^O) Π int Q)c PΓΪ(Λ ) Π int P.
To show that 3? is a Markov partition, it remains only to show that 3?
has 6) in the definition of Markov partitions.
ForP<ΞS>, define
QSP = {x<=P I P φ PP;(*) n C7 for all neighborhoods C7 of *}
and
8MP - {Λ eP I P φ ΪΓί(Λ?) Π U for all neighborhoods C7 of x} .
Then we have 3P=9'P U 9MP by Step 3.11. Put Bσ= Up^&d'P for σ=s, u.
Then Upe^3P— BS\JBU. Thus the conclusion of Claim 3 is followed by the
following Step.
3.17. fBsdBs andf-lBuc:Bu.
Proof. For x<=B5 there exists Pe£P such that Λ:e3sP. By (L.7) we
have
Therefore Uge^int PΠ/'ΠntQ^intP^P, and so there exists Qe<? such
that x e int P Π f~l int Q. Assume that fx^Q\d$Q. Then there exists a
neighborhood U of fx such that U Π PΓ;(/«)cQ. Clearly /"XZ7 is a neighbor-
hood of x. By Step S.IS,/'1^ Π W*
β
(x)c.f-\U Π ^ (/r))cP. By (L.3) there
exists a neighborhood F of x such that W~(#) Π Γc PF^). Thus (F Π f~lU) Π
PF?(Λ;)cP and so x^dsP. This is a contradiction. So we have fx^d$Qc:Bs
and fBs C 5s. Similarly we have f~l
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Proof of Claim 4. Let £>0 be a number such that 2c is an expansive con-
stant for/ and.ίP be a Markov partition for (X,f). By (L.9) we can assume
that maxίdiamPIPe^}^^. It is easy to check that W'
e
(x) Π P C Wσ
c/2(x)
for all #^P(e5>) and for σ=s, u. Thus Ws
e
,2(x)Γ] W*e/2(y)*φ for all x,y(=P
(eίP). Fix x<= X and define
and
y *(*) = {j, e X I W^OO Π P Φ 0 for some P e Γ'(*) .
It is easily checked that Y
e/2(x)c. F*(#)c Yc(x) for all xGX. Since 5> is finite,
so is {Γs(x)\xtΞX}. It is clear that Y*(x) = Y*(y) whenever T5(x)=T\y).
Therefore { Y*(x) | x e X } is finite. By (L.5), there exists 77 >0 such that
Δ 2 T ,ΠF C C Y,/2. Then Yc( y) Π B, (x) = Yc/2( y) Π B^x) for all x^X and all
y^B^x). Clearly we have y
c
(y)nJ5,(Λ:)=y*(j;)nJ5,(Λr) for all x<=X and all
yeB,(
Λ
). Therefore {Y
e
(y) n B,(x) \ y e fi,(
Λ
)} = {y*(y) ΠB^IyeB,^)} is
finite for all
4. Applications
This section contains some applications of our theorem.
Let S be a finite set, and σ be the shift automorphism of Sz. The usual
product topology is given to Sz and elements of Sz will be written as x=(xn)n€=z
Let Σ be a σ-invariant closed subset of Sz. A system (Σ, σ ) is said to be a
subshίft. A subshift (2, <τ) is said to be of finite type is there exist n^N and
a subset B of 5"* such that
2 = {*eS*|(*,, Λ?
ί+1, •••, Xi+n-JeB for all ieZ} .
A subshift (Σ, σ) is said to be sofic if there exists a subshift (Σ', σ') of finite type
such that (Σ, σ) is a factor of (Σ7, σ '), i.e., there exists a continuous surjective
map φ: Σ'-*Σ such that σ-°φ=φ°cr'. Remark that a sofic subshift does not have
POTP unless it is of finite type ([37]).
Application 1. A subshίft (Σ, σ) of (Sz, σ) has Markov partitions if and
only if it is sofic.
Proof. If (Σ, σ) of (5Z, σ) has Markov partitions, then (Σ, σ) is a factor of
a subshift of finite type (c.f., see [15]), and so (Σ, σ) is sofic. Conversely, let
(Σ, σ) be sofic and W be the set of words which occur in Σ. For w^W, define
F(w) = {w'^W\ww' e W}. Since (Σ, σ) is sofic, \F(w) \ w e W} is finite, i.e.,
(Σ, σ) is ^-unitary ([38]). For *=(*,.),
 ez
eΣ, FW=F(*_M, x.(n.l)y -, *β) (»^0)
is a decreasing sequence of W. Since {F(w) \ w^ W} is finite, there exists N^Q
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such that F
n
 = FN for all n^N. Put F(x) = FN. Clearly {F(x) \ x e Σ} c
{F(w)\w<Ξ.W}. Let <?(*) = {yes I (jfc, -^.JeJF^) for all n^\} for *eΣ.
For #,3;eΣ, define z=(^)iGZ^Sz by *,-=#,• for i<ZQ and arl =y, for ίί>l. Then
#eΣ if and only if y^G(x). It is clear that {G(x) \x^.Ί} is finite. Define the
metric on Σ by rf(^,jy)=maxI ezδ(^l ,^t )/2|t'1 for #,j>eΣ where S(xiyyi)=0 if
Xi=yi and 1 if ^Φj,. Put c=l/3. Then 2<: is an expansive constant and for
for all i^ -1}
for all
Therefore we have that Y
c
(x) — {y^Σ\ y^G(x), yQ=x0 and y_1=χ_1} for all
Λ?eΣ. Since {G(ΛP) | #eΣ} is finite and 5 is finite, we obtain that { Y
c
(#) | Λ eΣ}
is finite. This shows that (Σ, σ) satisfies condition (I) of our theorem and so
(Σ, σ) has Markov partitions.
Let / be an expansive homeomorphism of a compact metric space X, and
£>0 be a number such that 2c is an expansive constant for/. A point x&X
is said to be a singular point if there exists a sequence {x
n
}
n(ΞN such that xn-*x
as w->oo and #φint Y
c
(x
n
) for all n^N. There are no singular points if (X,f)
has POTP.
Application 2. Pseudo-Anosov maps (for the definition, see [18]) have
Markov partitions, but not have POTP.
Proof. It is sketched in [17] that pseudo-Anosov maps have Markov
partitions. But this is easily obtained by our theorem. For, from the defini-
tion pseudo-Anosov maps are expansive and have condition (I) of our theorem.
Pseudo-Anosov maps do not have POTP since they have singular points by
definition.
Let / be a hyperbolic automorphism of r-dimentional torus Tr. It is
known that ( T r y f ) is expansive and has POTP. It is known also that for every
fixed point p^ T of/, there is a point p'(Φp) Tr such that f"p'-*p as rc-^±oo.
Application 3. Let f be a hyperbolic automorphism of Tr with fixed points
p and q. Let X be the quotient space of Tr induced by identifying p with q, and
g be the homeomorphism of X induced from f. Then (X, g) has Markov partitions,
but it does not have POTP.
Proof. Clearly (X, g) is expansive and has condition (I) of our theorem,
and so it has Markov partitions. Since p(=q) is singular point in X, (X
 yg)
does not have POTP.
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In Applications 2 and 3, the number of singular points are finite. How-
ever we can consider the case with infinite number of singular points as fol-
lows
Application 4. Let f be a hyperbolic automorphism of Tr with fixed points p
and q, and p' (Φ£)e Tr be a point such thatfnp'-*p as ra->±oo. Let X be the
quotient space of Tr induced by identifying p with q and fnpr with fnp/Jr(q—p)
(n^Z), and g be the homeomorphism of X induced from f. Then (X, g) has Markov
partitions and has infinite number of singular points.
Proof. It is easy to check that (X, g) is expansive. (X, g) has Markov
partitions as in the proof of Application 3. Since f"p"s are different singular
points, the conclusion is obtained.
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